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THE CHOICE 

Fifteen-year-old Jared must kill an innocent old man to complete 

his gang initiation, but instead of shooting, he drops the gun. He 

may have saved the old man's life only to lose his own. 

When Jared refuses to kill for his gang, they beat him nearly to 

death. Comatose, his world splits in two. In one, Jared battles to 

wake from unconsciousness. In the other, he becomes a ruthless 

gang member known as J-Rock. After three years in darkness, 

Jared finally opens his eyes, and is bombarded by visions of the 

horrible crimes J-Rock is committing in a parallel world. 

As Jared struggles to wake, he realizes his soul has been 

switching places with his criminal counterpart.  With help from 

his rehab nurse, Kate, he discovers J-Rock is set on wreaking 

havoc in his world. Jared must find a way to eliminate J-Rock 

before the next switch, before J-Rock murders Kate and their 

expected child. 

243 pages · ISBN 978-1-77115-409-3 · Paperback / Epub / 

Mobi · $15.99 pb $5.99 Ebook · Publication: May 2018 ·Double 

Dragon Publishing 

“James Alexander has successfully brought a classic tale into a 

modern setting. The Choice is a story of doppelgangers and 

magic, but above many other stories with such things this book is 

not distracted by the fantasy and so it is not hollow. Alexander 

has come to tell us a human story, uplifting and tragic and 

eerie.” – Author of Terra Incognita 

Order today by contacting: 

Double Dragon Publishing 

E: Deron@double-dragon-ebooks.com 

W: http://www.double-dragon-ebooks.com/ 

James Alexander is an American writer who grew up in the 

northeastern state of Maine. His novels span Science Fiction and 

Fantasy genres. He is the author of two Amazon bestselling 

stories – both being his first works. James brings a new 

perspective to writing and is always bringing forth new ideas and 

ways to enhance his work and connection with his readers. 

Outside of writing, James works in the IT industry and dabbles 

with many hobbies that include winemaking and growing 

hydroponic tomatoes in the winter when it’s too cold to do 

anything else. His novels include the science fiction series, 

Conduit, and the novella, Beautiful People. 
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